  

From:
FC-MHAA-073
Sent: Saturday, February 20, 2016 10:39 PM
To: FamiliesCommunities Committee <FamiliesCommunities.Committee@assembly.ab.ca>
Subject: Mental Health Amendment Act Review

Sir/Madam:
I would love to participate in the conversation on mental health. Previously I complained to
this committee (previous government) but they never took my complaint about the
of my mom nor the other egregious wrongs done to her
(and me). In fact mom is
and I have not seen her
over 8 years now. The conduct of the Attorney General's office in our case will shock this
legislature. The judges' conduct is even worse for about 8 of them
. I invite you all to look at our case.
If this legislature is serious about this review then I suggest consider my mom's case and off
course there are many others such as FJR in FJR (Dependent Adult), 2015 ABQB 112
(CanLII). In this case, please look at how
this judge is to this gentleman and his
rights. As well, look at how questionable the certification of incompetence is by these
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doctors. If this gentleman was really incompetent, how was he able to represent himself so
well that this judge understood clearly what he was asking for in his submitted
document to the court?
This same judge
and the Dependent Adults' Act among others to give the
public guardian guardianship of my mother when mom already chose a guardian and who
properly handled her affairs for over 4 years before she was
.

. Mom's family has not laid eyes on her
in over 8 years while they have their imposter pretending to be family but who really is mom's
worst enemy and the police should still have mom's report about this abusive person on their
record. Does this committee even have a clue the indignity caused to persons declared to
have mental issues? There is nothing in place to protect them from predators many of whom
are the ones authorised under this Mental Health Act to apprehend them and even pump
them with medications. I must here point out to this committee that last time I checked the
law actually say if the person is locked up they should not be forced medicated. Why then are
people still being apprehended and still pumped with medication against their will or family's
permission?
I find that Acts and other legislations in Alberta (well Canada) fail miserably to lay out
consequences for administrators and others these Acts empower to act in government's
name. This therefore allows these persons to abuse the position and authority given to  them
with impugnity. If there is no MANDATORY consequence for breaching the trust placed in
them, then what is there to protect the vulnerable and even the not so vulnerable? What
happened to mom and me is frightening!
. If this legislature looks at my moms files including those
filed in court many of
after realising the monster you created against
vulnerable people. Take the requirement for two doctors to certify a person mentally ill, the
norm is doctor number 2 is just a rubber stamp for doctor number 1 and their professional
brotherhood precludes one going against the other: That only puts the vulnerable up against
a powerful duo and the result is obvious. But if the Act should say the "victim" or family
member should get the assessment done independently not just doctors come and appoint
themselves the person's doctor and then have his buddy colleague back him up (that actually
is assault). It should be noted that now all doctors have access to other doctors' diagnosis
without the patient's consent
If the legislature is going to approve violations of people's Charter rights then it MUST put
safeguards in place for the "victims" to have recourse for redress. It cannot just throw people
to the mercies of other people regardless of their lofty appointment for there are crooks and
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their point men everywhere. These Acts must safeguard against empowering predatory gangs
as is now the case. Most of all, victims must ultimately have a REAL avenue back to this
legislature. We elect members of this legislature who ought to be accountable to us not just
appear so. Others such as doctors, judges are appointed not elected and are not accountable
to anyone but themselves and there is a lot of abuse of power taking place among them right
now. I know of many judges who would make Judge
look like a good choir boy.
The same goes for the attorney's in the Attorney General's Office. Do I have to even mention
the
? I encountered all of them
I just want this legislature to know this Act allows the gang to abuse ordinary people for all
they have to do is declare them mentally ill and their rights disappear and they cease to be
persons ( with Charter rights). Even the mentally ill still have rights including Charter rights
and right now it is open season on vulnerable people
Please do not hesitate to contact me further
NOTE:
A word to the wise, it has been my experience that a submission such as this that can expose
crooked government agents will likely be suppressed but know if I get the slightest idea that
my submission is suppressed I will send this email to certain individuals directly.
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This is just to add to what you already have. Just in case anyone on this committee disbelieved
me in what I submitted, please read this elderly lady's horrific experience under a similar
legislation and know this is more the norm than you know in Alberta. My question is what will
this committee do under this review of this Act to prevent this kind of abuse? Again, it is the
norm in Alberta and I can name names:
http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/brave-and-courageous-92-year-old-escapedfrom-people-she-says-controlled-her-life-with-forged-mandate

Courageous’ 92-year-old
escaped from people she says
...
news.nationalpost.com
When Piela noticed that money missing from
her purse one day, she says she confronted
Obodzinski. She told her she wouldn’t be
needing her help anymore, and thought ...

  

